
 

MAX	  COOPER	  AND	  TOM	  HODGE	  –	  
ARTEFACT	  EP	  
01.	  	  Remnants	  
02.	  	  Teotihuacan	  Part	  2	  
03.	  	  Resonant	  Expanse	  
	  
BONUS	  FREE	  TRACK:	  	  Teotihuacan	  Part	  1	  
will	  be	  a	  free	  download	  from	  
maxcoper.net	  from	  Feb	  18	  
	  
FLDS012	  –	  20	  APRIL	  maxcooper.net	  –	  
tomhodge.com	  -‐	  fldsldn.net	  	  

 
"Impossibly	  gorgeous	  ...	  searching	  for	  the	  perfect	  

balance	  between	  cripplingly	  beautiful	  electronica	  and	  
club-‐tooled	  dance	  music"	  –	  FACT	  ON	  MAX	  COOPER	  

"One	  of	  the	  few	  voices	  on	  the	  scene	  capable	  of	  not	  just	  
mimicking	  the	  serene	  beauty	  of	  classical	  music,	  but	  of	  

matching	  its	  compositional	  intricacy	  to	  boot."	  	  
–	  TOKAFI	  ON	  TOM	  HODGE	  

	  
Electronica producer Max Cooper and pianist Tom Hodge return to FIELDS for their second collaborative 
EP, Artefact, beginning with the stunningly beautiful atmospheres and skittering percussion of Remnants.  
The song is about “the power of treasured objects and sounds to evoke involuntary emotional response,” 
says Cooper, “and how the memories become more real than the object itself”.  Hodge, meanwhile, has laid 
down piano parts intended to have “a robustness to them - a robust spaciousness, a robust fragility or a 
robust purity, say - but something powerful enough that their essence came through, however they were 
manipulated by Max”  
 
The EP continues with Teotihuacan Part 2, based on field recordings of Cooper’s 2012 visit to the 
pyramids of Teotihuacan.  “The culture that created the pyramids has mainly been destroyed and its 
knowledge lost, replaced with a rebuilt, but still beautiful, tourist trap,” says Cooper.  “It's a mix of loss and 
sadness and beauty with an edge of modern misuse,” and the track itself is based around binaural recording 
of the sound of a storm within Teotihuacan city.  Finally, the EP ends with the exclusively electronic 
Resonant Expanse, where Hodge’s soloing has been edited and looped into heavily tweaked collection of 
growing, mutating and echoing synth parts.   
 
Bonus track Teotihuacan Part 1 is now a free download from Max’s site maxcooper.net.  In addition, 
Cooper has now started his EMERGENCE audiovisual tour, a show about how “everything comes from 
(almost) nothing”.  Hodge and Cooper will debut a new live set at Berlin EMERGENCE Fri 6 March.  
 
EMERGENCE	  TOUR	  –	  MARCH/APRIL	  -‐	  	  
Thu	  5	  Mar	  -‐	  Oval	  Space,	  London	  
Fri	  6	  Mar	  -‐	  Um:Laut,	  Berlin	  WITH	  TOM	  HODGE	  
Sat	  14	  Mar	  -‐	  MeetFactory,	  Prague	  

Fri	  27	  Mar	  -‐	  Paradiso	  Nord,	  Amsterdam	  
Sat	  28	  Mar	  -‐	  Reflektor,	  Liege	  	  
Fri	  24	  Apr	  -‐	  Yoyo,	  Paris	  
	  

INTERVIEW	  https://vimeo.com/117997705	  	  	  TICKETS:	  	  bit.ly/MaxCooperEMERGENCE	  
 
BIOS:  Max Cooper is known for his combination of melancholic beauty underpinned by rigorous 
structure – a combination of influences that has him headlining techno festivals and playing neo-classical 
gigs.  The title tracks of his last two releases, Kindred and Tileyard Improvisations, have had more than 
500,000 Soundcloud plays, and he will release his first Essential mix for Radio One on Feb 28.    
Tom Hodge is a composer and pianist from London, whose projects include electronic chamber music 
project Piano Interrupted on Denovali, 250 advertising syncs, and he recently scored his first ballet, 
Waiting Room for Thüringen Staatsballet, Germany. 
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RADIO	  –	  Matthew	  Maxey,	  Enganche	  [matthew@enganche.co.uk]	  	  
PR	  –	  Johnny	  Beverton,	  Echo	  Empire	  [johnny@echoempire.net]	  	  
LABEL	  –	  Grant	  Heinrich,	  Agency	  X	  [grant@the-‐x-‐agency.com]	  	  
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